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GVSU drag show

At Grand Valley, there are 21,636 white undergraduate and graduate students.
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Laker Life
Notes from Abroad

IA report shows white majority at GVSU
Large racial gap still
exists despite efforts
by university
By Derek Wolff
GVL Senior Reporter

Courtesy Photo / £. Drake Parker

E. Drake Parker blogs
about life in Hungary.
www.lanthorn.com/blog

The student population at
Grand Valley State University
has maintained its predominant
ly white ethnic background, ac
cording to data from the Office
of Institutional Analysis (IA).
The Fall 2011 enrollment
report collected by IA found
that of the university’s 24,662
enrolled students, 91.1 percent
self-indentified as white.
Black students make up the
largest minority, with 6.3 per
cent of the total student body,
up from 5.1 percent in Fall

Political Blog
Lanthorn columnist
Andrew Justus
discusses GOP
candidate Herman
Caine.

www.lanthorn.com/blog

ure out where the best schools
are to find students of a His
panic background. It’s work,
it’s research to figure out where
the right places are, the right
events, what those families are
looking for and how can we
help them with financial aid.”
Blue said she was not sur
prised that white students con
tinue to be the most prevalent
at GVSU.
“White students are in the
majority in the state of Michi
gan,” she said. “When you
look at the students who are
col lege-ready by ACT or SAT
standards, the greater numbers
are white students. That doesn’t
mean that we are just working
on white students. We’ve made
great progress in attracting eth
nic and racial minorities in the
past several years, great prog

ress in this past year. I don’t
think that one means we are
not doing something for the
other.”
In 2010, the U.S.
Census Bureau re
ported that
the population
of 9,883,640
people liv
ing
in
Michigan,
78.9 per
cent were
white,
up
6.5
percent
from the
national
average
of 72.4
percent.
Bart
Merkle,

91

White
American
Indian

ANDREW JUSTUS
GVL COLUMNIST

2006. Students of a Hispanic
or Latino background make up
the next highest minority at 3.8
percent of the total population.
There is little difference in
the minority breakdown be
tween the undergraduate and
graduate student body.
Lynn “Chick” Blue, vice
provost and dean of academic
services, said that the universi
ty is making a “huge concerted
effort” to attract more students
of minority ethnic backgrounds
to GVSU with a focus on tar
geting students of Hispanic
heritage.
“In our recruitment efforts,
we have a minority recruitment
plan,” Blue said. “It’s all about
visiting the right high schools
and having the right contacts
within a city. One that we’re
working on really hard is to fig-

No ethnicity
reported

Multiethnic
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Latino

Black
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GV PR students to present at
national conference in Orlando

Gun Club closed
following GVPD
accidental shooting

By Dan Spadafora
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GW. News Editor
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Please Recycle

The Grand Valley State Uni
versity student chapter of the
Public Relations Student Soci
ety of America was one of eight
chapters selected to go to the
PRSSA National Conference on
Friday in Orlando.
GV PRSSA will present to
the conference how the GVSU
chapter has developed in Michi
gan and how it plans to grow in
the future.
Tim Penning, associate pro
fessor and academic adviser for
GV PRSSA, said this is one of
the premier conferences for stu
dents because they have their
own specific conference dedi
cated to student chapters. Chap
ters applying for the conference
had to submit a presentation
proposal before being selected.
“It’s just like the public rela
tions professionals and public
relations professors who have
to submit a proposal, not every
body gets to present so it’s kind
of a nice gesture that they get the
opportunity to do this,” Penning
said.
Stacey Nardozzi, president
of the GVSU chapter, said she
looks forward to the opportunity
to not only present at a national
conference and gain networking
opportunities, but also to gain
ing new friendships while at the
conference.

Courtesy Photo / Stacey Nardozzi
Florida-bound: Members of the GV PRSSA chapter practice their presentation
in front of other members of the group. The chapter will be one of eight student
chapters selected to present at a national conference this weekend in Orlando.

“This opportunity will allow
our chapter to gain national rec
ognition,” Nardozzi said. “Other
conference attendees will look
to Grand Valley’s PRSSA chap
ter as role models and they will
ask for our guidance and advice.
I also get to represent my uni
versity and show the nation why
Grand Valley students are some
of the best in the Midwest.

Their presentation is titled
“Seeing the World, One Agency
at a Time.”
The conference ends Tues
day.
“I think they did a very pro
fessional job in their proposal
and how they presented it and
also what they are talking about

See Conference, A2

The Board of Directors of the
North Ottawa Rod and Gun Club
has announced its decision to keep
its outdoor shooting range closed
indefinitely after a recent string of
complaints about stray bullets hitting
neighboring homes.
The complaints follow an acciden
tal shooting that took place Sept. 29
when a 30-year-old Grand Haven man
was hit by a stray bullet while work
ing at a residence on Acacia Street in
the Cutter Park subdivision, east of
the North Ottawa Rod and Gun Gub
by about a half a mile.
Though a full investigation by the
Ottawa County Sheriff Department is
still pending, a press release from the
sheriff department sent later that day
reported that the bullet was fired at
the North Ottawa Rod and Gun Gub
while members of the Grand Valley
Police Department were conducting
firearms training.
“The Gub has not yet received
a written report from the Ottawa
County Sheriff’s Office regarding the
GVSU Department of Public Safety
incident,” read a statement released
by the North Ottawa Rod and Gun
Gub. “The Board has closed the out
door range until a thorough review
of the incident, Gub policies and the
outdoor range itself has been com
pleted.”
news@ lanthorn .com
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growth within the GVSU
chapter, GV PRSSA will
also explain how agency
trips can be beneficial to
chapter members and they
will also give guidance to
other chapters on how to
plan agency and public re
lations department tours.
“I expect to learn a great
deal of new information
from the presenters and

Conference
continued from A1

will also be helpful to other
chapters around the coun
try,” Penning said. “Grand
Valley’s chapter has re
ally grown over the past 10
years in terms of numbers
but also in terms of what
they’re doing.”
Along with presenting

chapter development ses
sions at the conference,"
said Allison Root, vice
president of member ser
vices for GV PRSSA. “The
keynote speakers have
years of experience and
insights that 1 as a student
may not have had the op
portunity to consider yet.”

continued from A1

dean of students at GVSU,
said the university is ac
tively working with the city
to recruit more minority
students in general for the
university.
“We’re doing everything
we can to support the admis
sions staff in their efforts to
diversify our enrollment and
it’s an ongoing challenge,”
Merkle said. “There are a
number of programs that we
are involved in, or at least
through my division, that
are trying to work with stu
dents in high school. There
is a gear up program that we
are working with students in
Grand Rapids on.”
Christina Brown, presi
dent of the Black Student
Union, said she was asked
by the Admissions Office to
recruit students from Grand
Rapids Community College
after talking with their BSU
counterpart.
“I know from having
friends working within ad
missions is that they are
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Like parasites, cell
phone and computer
chargers that are left
plugged in continue to
suck up electricity

ByJudson Rodriguez
GW. Staff Writer

Campus
Sustainability
Week at Grand Valley State
University will start Fri
day with the fourth annual
Sustainability Champions
Awards Breakfast, celebrat
ing individuals who support
the ideals of sustainability
both in practice and belief.
“We have about 40 per
cent of our waste being com
posted instead of winding
up in a landfill,” said Steven
Leeser, facility services op
erations supervisor
These programs, he said,
make the GVSU *ommunity
more aware that waste can
be broken down and reused.
Campus Dining and the
GVSU sustainability de
partment have made a huge
impact on the composting
effort, as a portion of the
248.8 tons of compost was
even used in the Community
Garden.
This year, the Sustain
ability Community De
velopment Initiative will
partner with Colin Beavan,
otherwise known as the No
Impact Man, to bring a dif
ferent experience to CSW.
Beavan’s No Impact Ex
periment,GVSU’s theme for
CSW, focuses on whether or
not living a zero-impact life
style will lead to a happier
existence.
Beavan lived completely
without an environmental
impact in New York City,
eating locally-produced sea
sonal foods and using no el
evators or electricity.
“Each day, we will focus
on a specific aspect of life —
trash, food, transportation,
etc. — and will challenge
you to reduce your impact
in that area,” said Jenny Jor
dan, a graduate assistant in
the Sustainable Community
Development Initiative.
Monday will begin with
a focus on trash. Tuesday
will focus on transportation
and feature a bicycle main
tenance workshop. Wednes
day will see a showcase of
sustainable foods with a
farmer’s market in the Kirk
hof Center lobby.

Help GVSU cut costs by
unplugging all of your
electronics that are not
being used
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Sustainability Week
to kick off Friday

DID YOU KNOW?

4 mm

having more African Ameri
can students doing tours and
working with the new intake
of students,” Brown said.
“Admissions reached out to
me to go to GRCC and com
municate and talk with their
BSU there to see if some of
those students there would
be interested in transferring
to Grand Valley. I don’t nec
essarily think that they are
doing everything possible.”
Brown is also disconcert
ed with the slow growth rate
of minorities on campus, as
well as the area.
“To say the least Al
lendale is not the friendli
est area, it’s not the most
comfortable place to be in,”
she said. “Being an AfricanAmerican person and being
highly involved with the
community and being active
in the town that we stay in,
I don’t feel like we’re wel
come. I don’t feel like the
campus is doing everything
— they’re not pulling out all
the tricks to get that minor
ity group here because the
numbers don’t lie.”

ir4 rotiwtiaiu «v>, b.- (nurd an Ihr HjiWfllK 1)191 fl,WlllOIII

Thursday’s emphasis is
on energy, and water is the
priority on Friday.
Peter Wampler, associ
ate professor of geology at
GVSU, will take students
and faculty on a “ravine
romp” and will also speak
about storm water runoff. A
service day on Saturday will
give students and faculty an
opportunity to volunteer to
gether in the Grand Rapids
community.
CSW wraps up with the
Eco-Sabbath on Sunday.
There will be hiking, yoga,
meditation and sustainable
snacks to wind down with
after a full week of events.
“CSW is not meant to
simply create awareness for
one week, though ” Jordan
said.
There have been sustain
ability efforts all semester
leading up to CSW. At re
cent home football games,
the Student Environmental
Coalition has been pick
ing up and recycling pizza
boxes and plastic bottles to
promote a more sustainable
community.
Students are encouraged
throughout the week to
join in by attending movie
screenings, panel discus
sions and other events such
as free trade fairs that will
be around campus for sus
tainability awareness.
“I think oftentimes peo
ple think about recycling
and reducing energy con
sumption, but there is so
much more that can be done
individually,” said Andrea
Marz, office coordinator of
the Sustainable Community
Development Initiative.
Marz points to eating sea
sonally, locally, and whole
plant-based foods to replace
resource-intensive animalbased foods.
“We recommend mini
mizing consumption, donat
ing and re-purposing items
that would otherwise be
recycled or thrown away,”
Marz said.
To learn more about
Campus
Sustainability
Week, visit www.gvsu.edu/
csw.

jrodriguez @ lanthorn £om

NEWS
BRIEFS
GV Dance Marathon
fundraiser enters
fourth year
For the fourth year,
students at Grand Val
ley State University will
raise money for Helen
DeVos Children's Hospi
tal by dancing this Sat
urday.
Dance
Marathons
are among the largest
student-operated phi
lanthropy events on
campuses across the
country, with the goal
of keeping participants
dancing for eight hours.
Across the country stu
dents raise money for
Children's Miracle Net
work hospitals.
Dancing starts at 6
p.m. Saturday in the
Kirkhof Center and lasts
until 2 a.m. Individual
teams can register and
start raising funds at
www.helpmakemiracles.org/event/gvsudancemarathon

Health benefit
enrollment
opening soon
From Oct. 25 until
Nov. 9, Grand Valley
State University will
have an open enroll
ment period for health
benefits for eligible fac
ulty and staff members.
Faculty
and
staff
members are asked to
review their options for
benefit plans by going
online to www.gvsu.
edu/healthwellness and
clicking on "2012 Open
Enrollment." Health ben
efit group presentations
will run through Oct. 25.
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Princeton Review
names GV in "Best
Business School"
guide
Grand Valley State
University's
Seidman
College of Business has
been named one of
the Best 294 Business
Schools" for 2012 by The
Princeton Review.
The rankings are
based on an 80-question
survey among business
school students con
ducted during the 2008,
2009 and 2010 academ
ic years that asked stu
dents questions about
their school's academ
ics, student body and
campus life, themselves
and their career plans.
The Princeton Review
compiles lists based
on surveys of more
than 19,000 students at
AACSB-accredited MBA
programs worldwide.

CORRECTIONS AND
CLARIFICARTIONS
At the Lanthorn we strive
to bring you the most ac
curate news possible.
If we make a mistake, we
want to make it right. If
you find any errors in fact
in the Lanthorn, let us
know by calling
616-331-2464 or by
emailing
editorial@lanthorn.com
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Last issue's question:

READ THE BLOG

VALLEY VOTE

"Cain-A-Palooza"

Is Dr. Conrad Murray to blame for Michael Jackson's
death in 2009?

By Andrew Justus
GVL Columnist

® Vote online at lanthom.com

EDITORIAL

Do you agree with the message of the
national Occupy Wall Street movement?

YES 67% NO 33%

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON I BY DAN SILLS

Diversity
dilemma
University efforts to foster diversity
are a good start, but GVSU should
also focus its attention on devoting
services to minority students after they
are enrolled and creating connections
between cultural groups.
e applaud Grand Valley State University
officials for making efforts to attract more
dsflls@lanttiorn.com *
minority students to campus, especially when
the current minority enrollment rate sits at a dismal 8.9
percent among all GVSU students, 122 percent lower
Are you concerned about diversity on GV's campus?
than Michigan’s minority population.
But for all of the effort that goes into getting minority
students here, just as much focus should go into initiating
and promoting programs designed to keep them here.
sm
Many minority students come to college from high
schools where the gap between ethnic groups is not as
vast as at GVSU, so attending a school where white stu
dents make up the overwhelming majority (91.1 percent
of the student body, to be exact) can demand a great
"There is diversity
"If you seek people
"I think that Grand
"No, because it
"No, because in the
adjustment for some students. Designing and promoting
on this campus, but
from different
Valley could use a
seems like people
classrooms and living
programs to ease that transition — ones that encourage
it's not integrated
backgrounds,
bit more diversity on of all different races
centers they are all
interaction between different groups and point out the
enough. In ways, I
countries, cultures campus."
diverse. I have met
get along just fine. I
wish I could become you can find them on
personally don't feel
many people outside
similarities and differences between cultures, experi
better
acquainted
campus."
like
race
is
a
big
issue
of
my culture now
ences, religions, etc. — can go a long way toward making
with students from
either; we're all just
that I live on Grand
incoming students more comfortable in making the deci
other cultures..."
Valley's campus."
people."
sion to come to GVSU instead of choosing a school with
a higher minority rate.
Kelsey Mackie
Cliff Clancy
Katelyn Grizzle
Nik Catlin
Shelbi Rushing
Senior
Senior
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Minority and international students want feel at ease in
Communications
Russian, WGS
Chemistry
Undecided
Undecided
the knowledge that the GVSU recognizes them as a per
Sault St. Marie, Mich. Grand Rapids, Mich.
Clawson, Mich.
Delton, Mich.
Grand Ledge, Mich.
son and not just as another statistic that the university can
proudly display on the “Quick Facts” page on its website.
Cultural student groups like the Black Student Union
and Asian Student Union are a good start to embracing
person 1 have ever seen. I
Artist” isn’t about painting
besides his or her outward !
diversity on campus, but GVSU needs more groups that
Ford
F-150s),
but
where
is
wish
there
were
more
hours
appearance. Sure, a boy may )
create ties between groups rather than merely within
the reality to it all? There
in the day so as to spend as
look buff and handsome, but ;
them. Student organizations such as ACT on Racism,
are no sure-fire tricks to get
much time with you as God
he may also secretly hate
\
which performs skits that help the GVSU community
someone to go out with you
will allow. Please, do me the
America. A girl may wear
•
recognize real acts of racism in daily life, and university
because we’re all different
sincerest privilege of letting
cute hipster glasses, but she •
people — our needs are
me grind up on you at our
may also listen to 30HI3
•
programs like Intercultural Competency and Experience
BY CHRIS SLATTERY
local nightclub.”
different.
and celebrate Columbus
degree certification and the Inclusion and Diversity Lead
GVL COLUMNIST
You can say all the right
You can’t win.
Day.
ership Seminar are good starts, but GVSU needs more of
things, do all the right things,
I’m not even sure I know
One of the most impor- ‘
Telling someone that you
these programs to foster a truly inclusive environment.
and there’s still the possibil
how to meet new people.
tant pieces of advice I’ve
,
like him or her is really dif
Gasses are already halfway
Being accepting of others and embracing diversity
heard is to not come on too ,*
ficult to do without sounding ity of someone saying, “I
over, everyone has formed
have a boyfriend,” or, “I’m
strong. I think that’s fair
‘♦
like you are still in junior
doesn’t stop at embracing your own culture, and pro
not
looking
for
a
relationship
their
little
cliques
and
the
because
no
one
wants
to
be
.•
high.
The
only
alternative
is
grams like these are essential to connecting the dots
right now.”
same five people attend
obsessed over. We’re (hope-, •
to sound especially creepy,
between the variety of cultures represented on campus,
every one of my parties (all
Life would be easier
fully) looking for someone ’•
so it’s up to you how you
especially since those cultures are in the minority.
who likes us, but also has a • *
dudes). I’ve tried to talk to
if it was the olden days,
wish to proceed:
girls on the bus, but it al
It’s encouraging to see that the university cares about
when the man would catch
life outside of us. I usually • J
“I, um, like-you likeways ends up the same way:
a glimpse of a woman
take this a step further by
\
you...” or “Your face is
attracting more minority students, but shifting the focus
ME: “What are you
from across the ballroom,
ignoring cute girls entirely. It *
really pretty...”
toward making current minority students feel comfort
listening to?”
may be involuntary and due ’ •
approach her, and marry her
Unless you are the suavable and wanted on campus will not only attract a larger
on the spot. Things were so
GIRL: (taking out her
to nerves, but I’m sure my ’, •
est of the suave, perhaps one
minority student interest, but also further the university’s
headphones! What?
simple back then.
message is getting across: ; ♦
of the most embarrassing
I mean, how does one
ME: Uh... Sorry. [Stares
reputation as a school that cares most about its students.
“We’re perfect for each
and awkward parts of dating

W

Dating in college, part 3: Asking someone out;

Hantfyorn

even start a conversation like
that with a total stranger?
There is no middle ground
between, “Wassup?” and,
“You’re the most beautiful

is the courtship process.
Sure, there are count
less books and some TV
shows on the subject (as
it turns out, “The Pick-Up

out the window,!
Courting someone new
is so subjective anyways,
because you rarely know
anything about a person
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other. Let’s go out some*I
time.”
%l
And by “sometime ” I 1 •
mean “next issue.”
: ••
cslattery@ lanthorn rom •

LETTER TO THE EDITORi

Column response: The vicim is never to blame'
Eyes Wide Open would like to
thank Kevin Vanantwerpen for writ
ing a personal story about domestic
violence. We applaud Kevin for im
mediately alerting the authorities once
he realized his friend was in danger, not
blaming her for the abuse, and continu
ally supporting her.
Yet, after reading the article, we
wanted to bring up some issues we
thought needed to be addressed. In
the article, Kevin sates that “the only
way to guarantee (domestic violence)
doesn’t happen is to be smart... For the
sake of yourself and the sake of people
around you — be careful the com
pany you keep.” However, by telling
people to be smart by being careful
of the people around them in order to
prevent from being a victim, the article
inadvertently Names the victim for
what happens to them. Battering is a
pattern; DV does not usually stop after
the first abusive incident. Victims may
be caught in a cycle of violence that in
cludes periods of non-violence (where
the victim may become hopeful the
behavior will change), manipulation,
self-Name, and more. Victims may also
not leave a relationship due to finan
cial reasons (ie. loss of home, loss of

1

c

income), distrust of the criminal justice
system, or fear that the violence will
increase if they try to leave. Therefore,
it is important to know that it is not that
women become and/or remain victims
due to the “company they keep”, but
rather because they feel they may not
have other options. Instead, we feel it
should be emphasized that prevention
of domestic violence is not to blame
the victim for the abuse, ask why they
continue to associate with their abuser,
or ask why they have not left the
abusive relationship, bur rather holding
perpetrators accountaNe for their for
their actions and supporting the victims
and survivors.
Another proNem we had with the
article was the statement, “There’s
often little the police can do”. We feel
that this will encourage victims to not
report for fear they wjll either not be
believed or little will be done to help
them, which is not always the case
within the criminal justice system. At
Grand Valley, the GVSU police have
specific protocol that they follow to
ensure the needs of victims are met and
they engage in ongoing training; traost
recently on sexual assault and stalking
crimes. Upon connecting with Police

of hte Women’s Center, victims/sur- '
vivors are connected with a variety of ;
on-campus a nd off-campus resources •
(i.e. the GVSU Counseling Center, the *
YWCA domestic violence program,
advocates through the Center for
Women in Transition, etc.). Grand Val-.
ley has a system in place that can ssist ,
the victims if they would like the help.
We would like to remind the GVSU
community that there is a large support
system for victims and survivors, and
there are many resource options availaNe to them.
Eyes Wide Open truly appreci
ates the thoughtful article Kevin has
published. We thank him for being
there for his friend, for not being a
passive bystander, and trying to do his
part to change society’s current climate
that accepts violence against women.
As peer educators. we simply want to
make sure that people understand that
there are resources available, and that
the victim is never to blame.
Until the Violence Stops,
Eyes Wide Open
GVSU Peer Educators on Sexual
Violence
eyesgvsu® gmail rom
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By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL News Editor

sity’s Student Environmental
Coalition (SEC) will take to
the streets erf Grand* Rapids
Sunday during the “Millions
‘‘Monsanto is the world’s
largest seed company in
charge erf a large majority erf
our food, which contains genetically mexiifiedorganisms”
said Vince Panozzo, president
erf the SEC. “Monsanto claims
to be a sustainable company,
yet their practices paint an ugher picture. They continue to
eiestroy biexiiversity and ruin
the lives erf countless farmThough Millions Against
Monsanto is a nationwide ef
fort, SEC member Gwen Gell
spearheaded the process of

bringing the initiative to West
Michigan.
Panozzo said the major
goal behind the campaign is
to put pressure on Congress to
pass a bill that will require by
law that any food which may
contain genetically modified
organisms, or meat which
comes from concentrated animal feeding operation farms.
be labeled.
At the march, the SEC will
be petitioning for signatures to
support the passing erf the bill,
“This march is also to show
solidarity with everybody who
is affected by this — farmers,
families, children, students,
animals, those with adverse
health problems, environmentalists, animal-loving people,”
Panozzo said. “Really everybexiy, because everybexiy is
affected by it. Everybody from
professors to stueients, from
farmers at the farmer’s market

to those who are Occupy-ing
Grand Rapids, we definitely
have strong support for this
event.”
The SEC will meet on G VSU’s Pew Campus on Sunday,
which is also Wodd Food Day,
at 1 pjn. to begin the march,
From there, protesters will
march to Grand Rapids City
Hall, where there will be open
slam poetry,
To learn more about Millions Against Monsanto, or to
join the SEC’s initiative, visit
its event page on Face book
by typing “Millions Against

They
continue to
destroy bio
diversity and
ruin the lives
of countless
farmers.”
Vince Panozzo
SEC president

Stop
:1§
Selling ^
Unlabeled
GMOs A

Millions Against Monsanto March
Sunday, protesters meeting at Pew Campus at 1 p.m
Sponsored by the Student Environmental Coalition
For more information, contact Vince Panozzo
panozzov@mail.gvsu.edu

Courtesy Photo eatdrinkbetter.com
National movement: This poster advertises for the "Millions Against

GVSU Grad School Fair

Monsanto" movement, a national movement from which this
weekend's "March against Monsanto" downtown was derived. The
GVSU Student Environmental Coalition organized the local protest.

FARM MARKET

Come learn about graduate programs
from over 32 different graduate schools
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Lakers to head to Ohio in hopes of

Hoffman cups GLIAC
Athlete of the Week

building on current winning streak

Following the lead of
teammate Ashley Beard,
Grand Valley State Univer
sity's Sarah Hoffman has
been honored as the GLIAC
women's golf Athlete of the
Week.
The senior shot the low
est round of the William Bing
Beall Fall Classic at the Univer
sity of Findlay this past week
end. Her second round score
of 72 was the only round not
over par in the tournament,
and led to medalist honors
for Hoffman

By Brady Fredericksen
GVL Sports Editor
Fresh off its first road triumph of the
season, the Grand Valley State Univer
sity football team will look to keep the
good times going this weekend at
Lake Erie College.
The Lakers (3-2,2-2 GLIAC)
are coming off a commanding
42-7 victory over Northern
Michigan University, and af
ter putting together their best
game of the season on both
offense and defense, will look
to sustain that in Saturday’s
game against the Storm
(1-5,0-5 GLIAC).
“How we come
to practice with the
approach is what
we need to build
and carry things
forward,”
said
GVSU head coach
Matt Mitchell. “If
you have proper
approach in meet
ings, you’re going to
know how to execute it
and if you have proper ap
proach to individual ball
skills you’re going to make
those plays. So, I just think
your mindset and how you
approach meetings and
practice is very critical to
our success.”
Senior linebacker Brad
Thomas, who recorded
three tackles in last week’s
win, said the focus is there,
and the game will be a mat
ter of executing against the
Storm’s sprea$kpfjenge.r f
“It feels good to get a road
win, but that week’s ew and
we have to lode forward,” said
Howard, the team’s leading
tackier at 40. “We have to come
and know what we have to
do assignment wise, and execute
it.”
The Lakers displayed that
execution last week when
the defense intercepted
four Northern Michigan
passes. Offensively, soph
omore quarterback Heath
Parting’s five touchdown
passes, four to senior
wideout Jovonne Augus
tus, led the Lakers.
Lake Erie enters the
game allowing 40.8 points
per game, but despite
their record, the team has
played well at times this
season. The Storm were

GV to host'Laker
Blue Nights'
It may be a few weeks
away, but on the weekend
of Oct. 21 the Grand Valley
State University football,
soccer and volleyball teams
will sport all-blue jerseys for
the university's "Laker Blue
Night".
On Oct. 21 at 7 p.m., the
soccer team will take on
Tiffin University wearing
all blue, and the volleyball
will be playing Michigan
Technological University in
blue. Then on Oct. 22, the
football team will take on
a GLIAC rival in Ferris State
University at 7 p.m.

W. SOCCER
Friday at Northern
Michigan, 4 p.m.
Sunday at Michigan Tech,
noon

VOLLEYBALL
Friday at Missouri S&T,
12:30 p.m.
Friday at Bellarmine, 6:30
p.m.* ~
Saturday at Lewis, 2 p.m.

W. LACROSSE
Saturday vs. Alma, 8 a.m.
Saturday vs. Calvin, 10:40
a.m.
Saturday vs. Indiana Tech,
12:50 p.m.

FOOTBALL
Saturday at Lake Erie, 7
p.m.

W. CROSS COUNTRY
Friday at Penn State
National Invitational, 10
a.m.

M. CROSS COUNTRY
Friday at Penn State
National Invitational, 10
a.m.

LAKERS VS. STORM

7 p.m.

SATURDAY

within a touchdown in the third quarter
against No. 9 Wayne State University
last week and fell by only nine points
against Hillsdale in Week 4.
Mitchell and the team expect the
Storm to come out strong at home, and
it will be the team’s ability to bring that
approach from practice to the game
that decides how the action goes.
“We just have to continue what we
did last week in practice - keeping up
that same intensity and keeping that
same defensive mentality that we’ve
had,” said senior defensive end Andre
Thomas. “We come out to practice
every day, and everybody on defense
is running to the ball - that’s how we
work on that .”
To go with their upset attempts this
season, Lake Erie has weapons on
offense to do damage. In last year’s
game against GVSU, the Storm - then
0-6 - hung with the then-No. 1 ranked
Lakers throughout the first half, trail
ing by only four points at halftime.
After taking on Northern Michi
gan’s dual-threat quarterback Carter
Kopach last week, the team is pre
pared for more this week with Lake
Erie signal caller Sean Bedevelsky.
The four-year starter leads the
Storm in both passing and rushing
and will be the second of three, Fer
ris State University quarterback Tom
Schneider being the third, dual-threat
quarterbacks the Lakers will face in
this current stretch.
“We’ve got three senior quarter
backs right in a row who are runners
and throwers, which I guess is good
from the standpoint that we’re going
to get into the same mindset,” Mitchell
said. “And I’m not sure out of those
three guys that I wouldn’t take Be
develsky over the other two - he can
throw it really well, and he realty un
derstands what’s going on. He has a lot
of experience, nothings going to phase
him and that’s scary.”
Along with Bedevelsky, Lake Erie
will look to get its running game go
ing with a true freshman. In his first
career start last week, running back
Rod Smith ran for 87 yards on 17 carties against a Wayne State defense that
ranks No. 2 in the GLIAC in rushing
defense.
“In their wide receiver and running
back positions, they put a lot of differ
ent kids in there, and I’m sure it’s the
type of situation where they haven’t
won a game and they’re trying too find
answers,” Mitchell said. “We saw him
cm tape, and he’s not a big kid, but he’s
got a burst so we just have to be able to
adjust to that.”
The Lakers will take the field at 7
pm. on Saturday. Fans looking to hear
the action can listen on 107.9 WMUS.
sports @ lanthorn rom

JACK H. BRITT MEMORIAL STADIUM

WHO TO

INSIDE THE

WATCH

OPPONENT

HEAD COACH
RECORD
OFFENSE
DEFENSE
POINTS PER GAME
POINTS ALLOWED

Mark McNellie
1-5 (0-5 GLIAC)
Spread
3-4
17.8
40.8

BYTHE NUMBERS

Heath Parting
Quarterback

Sean Bedevelsky
Quarterback

Coming off an efficient 11-for15 game passing last week, the
sophomore will need to continue
to play turnover-free football this
week. Since throwing three picks
in a loss to Findlay, Parting has
tossed 10 touchdowns without
an interception since.

The fourth-year starter will be
a difficult cover for the GVSU
defense. His ability to both run
and pass give the Lake Erie
offense a similar wrinkle to last
week's opponent, Northern
Michigan University.

Norman Shuford
Running back

Rod Smith
Running back

LAKE ERIE STAT LEADERS

The junior has been a valuable
commodity for the Lakers'
offense this year, rushing for
500 yards while also ranking
third on the team in receptions
with 12. His ability on the
ground will help to balance the
GVSU offense on Saturday.

A relative unknown before his big
performance last week against
Wayne State University, Smith will
bring a solid running game for the
Storm. His 87 yards against Wayne
State were a team and career
high.

Passing
Rushing
Receiving
Tackles
Sacks
Interceptions

Sy *

GVSU STAT LEADERS

r

f-M •.>,.•
f ' -

%

IP.

Passing
Rushing
Receiving
Tackles
Sacks
Interceptions

Heath Parling
Norman Shuford
Charles Johnson
Brad Howard
Andre Thomas
Erik Thompson

Sean Bedevelsky
Sean Bedevelsky
Brandon James
Cameron Bryant
Kevin Chapman
Steve Bensinger

79/131,1234 yards, 19:8(TD:INT)
72 rushes, 500 yards, 3 TDs
29 rec, 539 yards, 7 TDs
19 solo, 21 ast, 40 total
6 sacks, 29 yards lost
3INT, 176 yard 1 TD

75/123,871 yards, 4:1 (TD:INT)
57 rushes, 293 yards, 4 TDs
28 rec, 339 yards, 1 TD
16 solo, 29 ast, 45 total
2.5 sacks, 17 yards lost
2 Int, 37 yards
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M. GOLF

SWIMMING & DIVING

Lakers victorious at second-straight tournament
By Jon Van Zytveld
GVL Staff Writer

Following its second-consecutive
tournament victory, the Grand Valley
State University men’s golf team ended
its season on a high note.
Last weekend, the Lakers took
first place in the Outback Steakhouse
Invitational, hosted by the University
erf Findlay. In attendance were the top
12 schools from Ohio and Michigan,
including GVSU, Ashland University,
Tiffin University and Wayne State Uni
versity.
Alter a first round suspension on
Saturday due to excessive darkness, the
Lakers returned on Sunday to finish the
first round, as well as the final round.
GVSU took first place, with individual
Lakers placing in first, fourth and sev
enth.
“A lot of confidence comes out of
winning, and last week we had success
at the conference championship,” said
GVSU head coach Don Underwood.
“The team just kept playing well after
that. They were hitting lot erf good golf
shots and handling themselves well. We
had a few mistakes along the way that
we’d like to try and correct, but overall,
I think we did a lot of good stuff. We
built off of last week and had another
good weekend.”
After a first round tie with Ashland,
the Lakers pulled into the lead with
tournament totals of 293 and 290,583
overall, to win by nine strokes. The
nearest competitor was Tiffin, which
came in second with scores erf 303 and
289,592 overall. Wayne State finished
third in the tournament with a 597
while Ashland and host Findlay tied for
fourth at 602.
Senior Travis Shooks, who placed
first with a 140 (4 under) total led the
individual leaderboard on the par-72
Red Hawk Run golf course.
“For the most part, the golf course
wasn’t too difficult,” Shooks said. “It
wasn’t too windy, so that makes it easi
er. The golf course is kind erf set up like
(GVSU home course] the Meadows, so
we were pretty used to it. I played well,
I putted well, and it was a good out

GVL Arc

Like fish to water: A GVSU swimmer back strokes during a past race. The
Laker swimming and diving teams kick off their seasons this weekend.

GV to dive headfirst into season
By Melanie Huhn
GVL Staff Writer

GVL Archive

Twice as nice: Senior Travis Shooks lines up his putt during a past match. Shooks placed
first in the Outback Steakhouse Invitational over the weekend with a 140 (4 under),
helping to lead GVSU to its second-straight tournament win for the men's golf team.

come. It’s always more upbeat when
everyone’s winning. If the team’s do
ing well, it just makes the atmosphere a
little bit better and can lead to a win.”
Sophomore Chris Cunningham,
who won last weekend’s GLIAC
Championship, finished in a tie for sev
enth with a 148 (4 over, 75-73).
“Back to back wins are always
nice,” Cunningham said. “We have a
few things to work on in the off season,
but 1 think we’re good enough to aim
for nationals.”
This event was a strong way to fin
ish for the Lakers, who have had a suc
cessful season overall, ranking in the
top five in the majority of their tourna
ments.
With this final tournament behind

them, the Lakers are free to reflect on
the season while preparing for the up
coming spring season.
“In the fall season, we had one
weekend that we came out of feeling
like we didn’t have a very good result,
but the others felt like we had done a
lot of good,” Underwood said. “Going
forward, we’ll look to improve con
ditioning. In some cases, we’ll work
on fundamentals that we’ll be able to
correct and work on. When we get to
the back end of the spring, we’ll have
peaked and we’ll be ready to get into
the National Championship.”
The Lakers will return to action in
spring season with sights set on a na
tional title.
jvanzytveld@ lanthorn com

As many students are pre
paring for midterm exams!, the
Grand Valley State University
men’s and women’s swimming
and diving teams are preparing
to open the 2011-2012 season
this weekend.
Coming off their annual Blue
and White Intrasquad meet last
weekend, both teams will travel
to the University of WisconsinMilwaukee this weekend to face
off against Division I competi
tion in a meet that will allow
each team to use experience as
a first measuring stick
Following consecutive top
10 finishes at the NCAA Divi
sion II National Championships
during the past two years, this
season’s teams are expecting
nothing less with dedicated cap
tains.
“The team comes first to
our captains,” said GVSU head
coach Andy Boyce. “They have
really grown over their four
years here allowing them to
create the team atmosphere we
need to be our best.”
Last year, a group of closeknit seniors led both the men
and women’s teams to secondplace GLIAC finishes.
In the past fours years, the
men’s and women’s teams have
combined to break 32 school re
cords, and this season they are
making an effort to break the
two waiting to be re-written.
“The main focus is to build
on the little things,” said senior

captain Lauren Dorsey. “Mak
ing sure everyone is getting
healthy and injuries are taken
care we will have the poten
tial to re-write all of the record
board this year.”
The seniors won’t be able to
accomplish this feat alone leav
ing a good amount of work for
underclassman, said senior cap
tain Carly Bush.
“It’s not just seniors taking
control,” she said. “We have
guys and girls from every class
stepping up making sure to mo
tivate everyone. All of our heads
are in the right place this year.”
From start to finish, the sea
son spans six months, including
three days per week of early
morning practices and five days
per week of afternoon swims.
The teams’ only break comes
with a mid-season trip to Florida
for their annual training trip.
“We have such a strong core
top to bottom.” said senior cap
tain Sam Soukop. “We know
what it’s like to get through
the year. It allows us as seniors
to lead by example and not by
voice.”
As Saturday approaches,
Boyce said he hopes to see the
team’s potential come full circle,
showing students and fans that
they are national contenders.
“We are just a step away
from being recognized as a na
tional sport at Grand Valley,”
Soukop said. “Through out my
four years on the team I can say
that I am proud to be a part of
this program we have built.”
sports @ lanthorn com
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-- ------------------------------------------------------------------------- M. SOCCER ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Club looks to earn postseason berth
By Stephanie Deible
GVL Intern

Being on the outside looking in is not al
ways a good feeling, and that phrase almost
never indicates anything good in the world of
sports. And this Saturday, the Grand Valley
State University men’s club soccer team will do
everything it can in order to avoid that feeling.
Despite putting together a successful season
at 9-3-2, the Lakers will have to put together
a strong showing Saturday when they face the
University of Michigan club team in order to
secure a spot in the post season.
With a win, GVSU will be in the regional
tournament, but a draw would put its fate in the
hands of a conference point system.
“I’m not going to say we can’t go in and beat
Michigan because we can,” said GVSU head
coach Jeff Crooks. ‘The last couple of years we
probably should have beat them. It just came
down to one goal or one missed opportunity.”
The GVSU men’s club soccer team com
petes in the Midwest Soccer Alliance (MSA),
a conference comprised of 44 teams, including
an array of Division I and Division 11 oppo
nents. The MSA is made up of four divisions,
and the top three teams in each division make
the regional tournament.
The Lakers are battling with Western Michi
gan University for the third and final spot in the
Central Division.
Western Michigan and GVSU faced off this
past Sunday in a match that had the potential to
determine which team would make the postsea
son, but the match ended in a 1 -1 tie. The result
leaves both teams back at square one. requiring
each to win the rest of their contests.
Crooks said the Lakers are in a tight spot

Courtesy Photo / Nick Schreiber
All or nothing: Junior Kevin Lang (left) maneuvers past an opponent in a past match. A win this weekend against Michigan would guarantee the Lakers a playoff spot.

due to a disappointing 4-3 loss to Purdue Uni
versity early in the season. Still; he has been
happy with the Lakers’ willingness to do what
they are each capable of this season.
“The thing I like about this team is every
one does their part,” Crooks said. “Because we
don’t offer scholarships, we don’t always get
superior athletes |like Michigan], we get seven
or eight walk-on caliber players so we need ev
eryone to do their part.”
GVSU has not been victorious against the

Bryce Murphy.
“Michigan has a lot of skilled players that
could probably play on the varsity team and
they usually have ex-varsity players too,” he
said. “We’re going to have to possess the ball
a lot, sit back and defend, then wait for our
chances and finish the ball .”
The Lakers will take on the Wolverines at
home on Athletics Soccer Field Thursday at 7
p.m.
sports® lanthorn rom

Wolverines in recent years, but the team isn’t
focusing on the past — the Lakers are focus
ing on playing hard for 9() minutes on Saturday,
said senior midfielder Nick Schreiber.
“Everyone understands what needs to be
done,” he said. “We all understand we have to
win on Saturday in order to keep playing soc
cer.”
Defense and playing as a unit are going to
key in order for the Lakers to have a chance to
play their way into the postseason, said junior

------------------------------------------------------------------ -------- VOLLEYBALL ------------------------------------------------------------ :----------

Lakers prepare to take on GLVC foes
By Zach Sepanik
GW. Staff Writer

This weekend’s two-day
GLIAC/GLVC
Crossover
tournament will mark the
fourth year the two confer
ences have clashed in the
spectacle.
from f tfte
Great Lakes Valley Confer
ence against one another.
The Grand Valley State Uni
versity volleyball team will
take on Missouri University
of Science and Technology
and Bellarmine University on
Friday before hitting the court
again on Saturday against
Lewis University.
“I’m excited to see some
new teams,” said sopho
more outside hitter Megan
Schroeder. “There is tradi
tion between the conferences
and who wins. It will be nice
to see some fresh teams that
some of us haven’t played
before.”
While only in its fourth
year, the tournament still of
fers some tradition and solid
incentives. The winning con
ference receives more bids
to the regional tournament,
giving teams on the edge of a
postseason berth a little more
to play for.
“We want our GLIAC
teams to do well in this Cross
over Tournament because the
more GLIAC teams we have
that win, the more likely
chance that we’ll go to post
season and regionals.” said

freshman outside hitter Abby
Aiken. “We are rooting for
all the GLLAC teams and it’s
cool because we are against
them, but we’re for them at
the same time.”
The Lakers hold an over
all record of 7-2 in the Cross
over Tournament. They won
es in 2tm*rm6
ftiiw
hfig wt
iellarmine in 2008
souri Science and Technology
and Lewis in 2010. In 2009,
however, they went 1-2.
The GLIAC owns an over
all record of 73-56 against the
GLVC, but the conference is
looking to bounce back from
a 22-23 record last season.
While the tournament does
offer a break in conference
play for all teams, it does oc
cur at that time of year when
the aches and pains from the
long season start to come out.
For the Lakers, it will be
interesting to see how they
cope with injury and fatigue,
as well as how they fare
against Lewis, as a scrim
mage earlier this year may
have helped GVSU realize
exactly what they need to do
to win, Aiken said.
“We held our own against
them,” Aiken said. “We are
excited. We know that we
have to push through be
cause right now everyone is
achy and getting sick and that
we have to focus on getting
healthy this week to com
pete.”
After wins against Ash
land University on Friday and
Lake Erie University on Sun-

Tb# Only L*sal Joint In Town
A HOME Of THE DU«~ \ly

day, the team feels confident
in its chances going forward,
especially against the GLVC
this weekend.
“I feel like we all feel
rejuvenated after this past
weekend,” said junior setter
Olivia Kohler. “It kind of has

given us almost like a new
beginning, a new motivation.
I guess it all happened in a
blessing in disguise way.”
With only seven games to
go following the Crossover
Tournament before postsea
son play, the recent wins by

the Lakers may just be the
launching pad for a strong
push to the end of the season
and beyond.
“I think it is definitely good
that we won the two games
this past weekend,” Schroeder
said. “It gives us momentum

()[’l N

and energy to keep it going.
We learned from our mistakes
in the losses we had and we
have become a better team
from it. I think we are past
that now and we know what
we need to do to win.”
zsepanik @ lanthorn rom
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Clash of conferences: Junior setter Olivia Kohler gets ready to return the
volley in a past match. Kohler and the rest of the Lakers will go head-tohead against Missouri University of Science and Technology, Bellarmirffe
University and Lewis University in the GLIAC/GLVC Crossover tournament.
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GV alumni spotlight genre films in upcoming festival
By Chris LaFoy
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FRIDAY, OCT. 21
TIME

Peter Wedge Auditorium

Dirk Koning Micro Cinema

Noon

"Night of the Living
Dead" CULT CLASSIC!

"The Afflicted"-FEATUREwith short film
"The Bullet Chaser"
"The Black Box" -FEATUREwith short film
" Through the Red Door*
SHORTS PROGRAM 1:
"Ad Noctum," "Angustia",
"Cabine of the Dead", "Viral",
"Dead Friends", "The Dinner
Meeting", "The Pail"
"Reflections of the Past*
-FEATURE- followed by
discussion sponsored by
"Until Love is Equal" and
"West Michigan Pride"

pm‘

Come in, grab
a beer, see a
movie. We just
want to have
fun.**

GVL Staff Writer

I•
•

FILM SCHEDULE

The inside of the Fulview
Films office in downtown
Grand Rapids looks like a
mix between an Apple store
and a film nuts dorm room.
Scattered among the
glowing white Apple logos
Chris Randall
are film props and movie
Thriller! Chiller!
posters of classics such as
“Indiana Jones” and “2001:
creator
A Space Odyssey.”
Chris Randall’s time in
The festival has grown
this office is split between ed
considerably since its earliest
iting and producing films and
commercials for Fulview. a
stages. The first festival was
local film production comheld in Muskegon and only
pony, and organizing Grand
received around 20 submis
Rapid’s own “Thriller! Chillsions.
"We decided to bring the
er! Film Festival.”
Randall and Anthony
festival to Grand Rapids the
Griffin, both Grand Valley
second year,” Randall said.
“Since we were based here it
State University graduates,
made it much more sustain
created Thriller! Chiller! six
able.”
years ago. Randall said it
Randall added that the de
started as a way to shocase
cision to show the movies at
classic honor films around
the Wealthy Theater was an
Halloween, but the festival
has bloomed into a three-day
easy one.
event that screens more than
“We were going to shows
at the Wealthy long before
70 films from around the
the festival was around,” he
world.
said. “It’s perfect for our fes
The festival is held in the
tival since it has that old the
historical Wealthy Theater
from Oct. 21 to 23 and highater feel.”
Griffin and Randall said
lights genre films, a category
they try to make their festival
of movies usually associated
accessible to anyone. They
with low budgets and indefear that some people think
pendent producers.
they cannot attend film festi
Griffin and Randall said
they make a point to differen
vals because they are not film
experts.
tiate their festival from others
“The films are art and we
in Grand Rapids and Michi
like to appreciate them that
gan as a whole.
“We offer a completely
way,” Randall said. “But it
should fun before anything
different film festival,” Ran
dall said. “We show movies • else.”
* *
that aren’t shown in typical ,
Randall said they li
festivals.”
refer to the work
not films. “Movies” implies
This year, among the doz
that they are entertaining, not
ens of showings of indepen
necessarily something tl^t
dently produced low-budget
projects, blockbuster hits
needs to be dissected and un
“Die Hard” and “Cape Fear”
derstood.
will also be screened.
Festival organizers have
been sifting through over
“Our first year we showed
200 film submissions I;
Ghostbusters,” Randall said.
around the world for the up
“We show the movies we
coming showing.
love, the movies we like to
“We are showing a r

pm'

"Ashes"-FEATUREwith short film
"Minor Head Injury*
"Skew" -FEATUREwith short film"
The Joker Chronicles"

,
6.30 p.m.

pm"Pm
„

1

"Die Hard"
CULTCLASS|C,

West Michigan Movie
Showcase (shorts)
“Rage*-FEATURE- with short
"Fatima", "Spat" "The
film'Blue Prairie"
Girl with the Blue Eyes",
"Down to Sleep"
OPENING NIGHT
OPENING NIGHT
RECEPTION
RECEPTION
G> Wealthy Theatre
<S> Wealthy Theatre

SATURDAY, OCT. 22
TIME

Peter Wedge Auditorium

"Thirty Proof Coil"
12 p.m. FEATURE- with short
film" The Monster of Mad
Monney's Lake"

2

pm

Courtesy Photo / thrillerchiller.com

"Lesser Miracles"
-FEATURE-

Q&A: Rob Rowatt, director of "The Honeymoon," is interviewed by
Michigan Film Reel at the 2010 Thriller! Chiller! Film Festival.

from Iran this year,” Randall
said. “It had to be illegally
smuggled out of the country
virtually.”
The festival will consist
of 78 films of both feature
length and short format. In
total 11 countries will be rep
resented.
Frightful flicks: I he 1968
shown as the Cult Classic

“Come in, grab a beer,
see a movie,” Randall said.
“We just want people to have
fun.”
For more information,
visit
www.thrillerchiller.
com.

4 p.m.

"The Fields" - FEATURE-

6 p.m.

"Pig" -FEATURE-

P’m”

clafoy @ lanthorn £om

"Absentia”-FEATUREwith short film" Pinball"

10 p.m THE GROOVY AWARDS

. , - . _ . . - . . v • * ,*

Courtesy Photo horrorsociety.com
movie Night of the Living Dead will be
Oct. 22. Individual shows cost $S

• •

11p.m. 'Cape Fear"
CULT CLASSICI
4

-

-

1 SUNDAY, OCT. 23
TIME

Peter Wedge Auditorium

12 p.m. Michigan Shorts Program I
"Fugue,"Side Effects,"
"Ashes to Ashes," "Asia
Adventure,""Endangered,"
"The Yaw"
2 _ m
Michigan Shorts Program II
P' ‘ "Time to Kill,"The Last

All shows $5 | Festival all access pass $30 | Festival day pass Friday or Saturday $15
Tickets available online at www.thrillerchiller.com until Oct. 20.
After Oct. 20, tickets can be purchased at the Wealthy Theater Box Office.

4 p.m.

Broadcast,""Curiosity,"
"Gemini,""The Zombie
Factor: Pilot Episode,"
"Room for Rent*
"THE BROOMSTICK
AWARD!"

Dirk Koning Micro Cinema
SHORTS PROGRAM II:'108.1
FM", "Contraletum", "The
Raven", "Le Passage", "Nobody
but Her" "The Debt Collector"
SHORTS PROGRAM III:
"Augenblicke", "The Last
King Blood", "The Water's
Edge", 'Two Lives for Antonio
Espinosa", "Boxhead",
"Brother Wolf*
SEMINAR: "No Budget? No
Problem!" by Mark Stolaroff.
His feature "Pig" screens at
6 p.m.
"The Mole Man of Belmont
Avenue" -FEATURE"The Big Bad"-FEATURE- with
short film "Metamorphoses"
Awards for Best Feature, Best
Short, Best Thrill! Best Chill! &
Best FX will be presented
Shorts Program IV
"IncubatorT'Leashed,""Night
of the Punksr*P»pfile,"*Roid
Rage," Simoom "Cutting
Seam^“Symjdtoms,"'Hie • 1
MidgerThy Kill Be ltf>ne" \!
______ J
Dirk Koning Micro Cinema
Michigan Shorts Program V
"War Story,""The Waking,"
"Last Kind Word,"Nanny
Goat,""Payload,"Toy House,"
"The Small Assassin"
"Lost in Heaven" -FEATUREwith short film"9unODead
Wrong"

The awards for Best Michigan
Movie and the Storey Award
will be presented!

'That Takes Ovaries'
seeking directors
By Briana Doolan
GVL A&E Editor

The Grand Valley State
University Women’s Center is
currently searching for direc
tors for its annual theater pro
duction.
Directors’ applications for
“That Takes Ovaries: Bold
Women. Brazen Acts” can be
picked up from the Women’s
Center and are due Friday.
“A director will be respon
sible for selecting activists
at auditions, attending ‘That
Takes Ovaries’ events, orga
Courtesy Photo Courtney Petersen
nizing and running rehearsals Brazen acts: The GVSU production
and bringing their piece to life of'That Takes Ovaries' is currently
on stage,” said Sarah Johnson, seeking directors and submissions.
theater chair. “Directors are
considered activists as well,
they just have more responsibility with creating the look and
feel of the production.”
“That Takes Ovaries” utilizes activist theater to tell the reallife stories of women and girls who have performed coura
geous actions.
Previous directing experience is preferred but not required,
and directors do not have to identify as women to participate all GVSU students, staff and faculty are encouraged to apply.
Auditions for That Takes Ovaries will be held Nov. 11
throb£h 13. Performances are scheduled for Feb. 9 and 10.
Fgf,tfiorr information, contact Courtney Petersen, public
ity char;at thattakesovariesgvsu@gmail.com or call 616-406700).

arts @ lanthorn £om

)

GVL / Rane Martin
Fall at the Valley: Inspiration for the Facebook photo contest came to communications specialist Leah Zuber after seeing multiple student
mentions of the university's beauty during the fall on social media networks. The winning photo will be displayed on GVSU's website.

GV hosts fall photo contest on Facebook
By Briana Doolan
GVL A&E Editor
Do you have a favorite
fall scene at Grand Valley
State University?
No need to be a pro
fessional
photographer:
GVSU is hosting a fall
photo contest on Facebook
for all students, faculty and
staff interested in sharing
their favorite fall moments.
Leah Zuber, commu
nications specialist in the
GVSU News and Infor
mation
office, worked
with Dave Poortvliet. web
manager for Institutional
Marketing, to develop and
implement the contest after

noticing a trend while mon
itoring comments about
GVSU on social media
outlets.
“I noticed how many
people were sharing photos
and commenting on how
nice campus looks in the
fall.” Zuber said. “I thought
it would be fun to leverage
those comments and make
a fun contest out of it.”
Zuber said the contest is
designed to foster a sense
of community through pho
tography.
“The purpose of the
photo contest is to encoQrage the campus community
to share their favorite fall
scenes on campus through

photography,” she said.
“I think photos are a great
conversation starter, and
discussion and interaction
is what our Facebook page
is all about.”
Those interested in par
ticipating should submit
photos to GVSU’s Facebook page by Oct. 21.
Each photo must be at
least 1,000 pixels for con
sideration.
A group of GVSU pho
tographers will judge the
photos and choose two
winning photos to be fea
tured on the university’s
homepage and as its Facebook profile picture.
“They are all Grand

Valley graduates and take
many of the photos seen
in marketing materials, on
GVNow and in the Grand
Valley Magazine,” Zuber
said. “So they know the
campus well.”
Zuber said the judges all
work in the News and Informatiop^S^ryices ofike.
The judges are Bernaaine
Carey-Tucker, photography
manager; Amanda Pitts,
photographer; and Eliza
beth Lienau, photography
coordinator.
“We want this to be an
other way for the campus
community to express their
Laker pride.” Zuber said.

arts @ lanthorn £om
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Free Classifieds for
Students, Foculty and Staff
Classifieds@Lanthorn.com

Marketplace

Somt (•itridiM! apply

Nothing
satisfies the
munchies like a world fa
mous dub! stop by 48 west,
Menna’s Joint, to try the only
legal joint in town. Deliver un
til 3am or later.

Announcements
Living on-campus? GVSU
Facilities Services asks you
to please do your part to help
conserve water and electric
ity. Help us keep costs low!

Employment
Looking for a job? Now hiring
Accounts Receivable/Payroll
and Bookkeepers! NO experiencce necessary. Send Re
sumes to distributionscompany@qmail.com

Entertainment
Celebrate diversity with FREE
ethnic breakfast at GVSU
Downtown Toastmakers
Club! Open House Oct. 27
7:30 a.m.-8:30a.m in DEV
107C.
E-mail
puisisj@mail.gvsu.edu

For Sale
I have a brand new Duralast
side post battery for sale
$60. For more info call/text
Shanae at 616-448-8059.

Poetic Benefit Concert: Rais
ing funds and awareness for
Zambia orphans. Perform
ances: GVSU ensembles and
band Dockside Fever. Friday
October 21, 2011 at 7 p.m.
Cook-DeWitt Center.

Internships
Love INC

Job

Title:

Communications/Promotions
intern
Location: Allendale, Ml
For more information visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs/

Services
Don’t forget about your
sweetheart this sweetest
day! Check out Rosedale
Floral for a variety of options
and great details for stu
dents! Call 616-453-0594 for
more info.

Amway Corporation
Job Title: Chemistry & Biol
ogy Internships
Location: Ada, Ml
Salary Level: $16-$25/hr.
Hours: 20 hrs.
Amway Corporate will be
interviewing on-campus for
the position on October 13
from
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. in 206 STU.
Qualified
candidates can request an
interview
time with Amway at
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs.

Financial & Managerial Ac
counting tutorial available.
Night and weekend availabil
ity. Contact Katie at
folticek@mail.gvsu.edu for an
appointment & cost informa
tion.
Motmans farm market has
pumpkins starting at 0.99
and up! Don’t forget, GVSU
students and staff receive
10% off any purchase of
$5.00 or more with GV ID.

Office of Congressman Peter
Hoekstra
Job Title: Campaign Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
For more information visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs/

Gerald R. Ford Job Corps
Center
Job Title: Academic Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
For more information visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs/

For Commercial Rotes Call
(616) 331-2460
Classifieds@Lanthorn.com

SATURDAY, October 29th,
come on out to Sixx Night
Club for Devil’s Playground
Costume Contest! There is a
chance to win a week in LAS
VEGAS! Must be 18+, call 6
16-235-7666 for more detail.

MICHTYmims

Opportunities

Advantage Health Physician
Network
Job Title: Acting Internship
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary Level: Unpaid
Hours: 10-20 hrs.
For more information visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs/

College Pro
Job Title: Summer 2012
Management
Internship-.Franchise Man
ager
Location:Grand Rapids,Ml
Salary: Paid Internship
Email
David
at
dleveque@collegepro.com or
visit www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs/

Spectrum Health
Job Title: Film and Video In
tern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary Level: Unpaid
For more information visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs/

Huizenga Group
Job Title: Accounting Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary Level: $ 10/hr.
Hours: 20-25 hrs.
For more information visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs/

Fennville High School
Job Title: 7th & 8th Grade
Boys and Girls Basketball
Coach & Middle School
Wrestling Coach
Location: Fennville, Ml
For more information visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs/

Miscellaneous
Get Caught Promotion. Rules
and Restrictions. Only one
student or faculty is a winner
per issue. Readers will be
chosen at random through
out the week on campus.
The prize awarded is
to-be-determined at random
but may include gift cards,
t-shirts, etc. Winners are re
quested to have their picture
taken and answer some
questions to be published in
the Lanthorn.

The Campus Special, LLC
Job
Title:
Account
Executive-Sales & Marketing
Location: Allendale, Ml
Salary Level: $3,000-$6,000
Hours: 40 hrs.
For more information visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs/

Choosing a major or career?
Take 5 to ask 5! Visit
www.gvsu.edu/careers/fivequestions to learn which five
questions you should be ask-

Follow us

inn voi irsplf

Bartending. High income po
tential. Training courses and
equipment available. Call
1 -ft0n-Q65-f>5Pn nxt PPfi
Free To Good Home. A male
and female Vet checked Eng
lish Bulldog puppies for
adoption, if interested, con
tact me at rbradley987@hot-

wttftorn

mail rnm

It’s Here today! GVSU Grad
School Fair. Thursday, Octo
ber 13 from 10:00 am to 1:30
pm. Henry Hall Atrium. Come
learn about graduate pro
grams from 32 different grad
schools.
LOOKING FOR VOLUNTEER
HOURS?! Join CIRCLE K,
the largest collegiate com
munity service organization
in the world! Meetings: Tues
day, 9 p.m. PADNOS 106.
Anvone is welcome.

http://http://www.gvsuoffcampushousin

lakerjo**
www.gvsu.edu/la kef|ob5
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• On Ort. 29. 1618. Sn Walter
Riletgh. Enghsh adventurer and favor
ite courtier of Queen Elizabeth I. n
beheaded in London oudei a teulence
brought agonst him 15 yean earlier
He had been released to establish a
gold mine m South America
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Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: * *
★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging
★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!
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Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in all <directions forward, backward, up, down and diagonally.

Abdicated
Abroad
Away
AWOL

Daydreaming
Departed
Elsewhere
Excused

Gone
Missing
No-show
On holiday

©2011 King Features, Inc.

O 2011 King Features Synd., Inc.
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MAGIC MAZE

[Moments
in time

On leave
Truant
Vanished

• On Oct 27,1873, an Uhaoii farm
a named Joseph (Hidden submits an
^pliralion to the US Patent Office
for hu design for a fencing wire with
step barbs Gfadden s two-strand
barb wve design changed foe face of
the American West
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GVSU
Student
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• On Ort 28, 1886, President Gro
ver Cleveland derbrales The Statue of
Liberty, a gift of friendship from the
people of France to foe peqite of foe
Umted States, m New York Harbor
OngmaDy known aa Liberty Enhght
erung foe World,' the statue was to
commemorate foe Franco-Amencan
alliance during the American Revolu
tion
• On Oct. 24, 1981, a 61 year-old
schoolteacher named Annie Edaon
Tayloi becomes dr first person to take
the plunge over Niagara Falks m a bar
rel Taylor reached foe shore alive, if a
bit battered. 20 tunnies after her jour
try began
• On Ort M, 1938. Orson Welles
causes a nationwide panic with his
broadcast of' War of the Worlds — a
reahstsc radio thamahzataon of a Ma
han invasion of Earth The radio hoax
included an announcement of a large
metres crash m New Jersey and for
annihilation of7.000National Guardr
men
• On Oct. 25,1944, during the Battle
of the Leyte Gulf, (be Japanese'deploy
kanukazr suicide bombers agamst
US wanbps for foe first tone More
that 1.321 Jqanesr pilots crash-drved
the* planes mto Allied waniups dor
ing World Ww II
• On Oct. 2fo 1986. Red Son first
baseman Bill Buckner lets an easy
proiwifl mu anooif orTwrrn nx$ irp
and roll down foe right field hoe dur
mg for 10th nrang of (hr sixth game
offoe World Senes The game wss bed
and thanks to Buckner i etroc. the ran
net on fond had tone to score, wrmnag
the game for the Meta and forong a
debrralong seventh game — which in
the final tanmgs foe Meta also won

whaleradi
evtu
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tills
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Latin American studies
to offer tango workshop
By Cory Finkbeiner
GVL Staff Writer

Courtesy Photo / mlchaelmcclellan.com
Worldwide images: “Monk at Prayer' (pictured) is one of many pieces Michael McClellan took while in Egypt.

An ambassador to the arts
#

McClellan photography to be displayed in Lake Ontario Hall
By Cory Finkbeiner
.GW. Staff Writer

“Celts, Copts, and Abyssinians: Photographs by Mi
chael McClellan” will go on
display Monday in the Red
Wall Gallery of Lake Ontario
Hall on Grand Valley State
University’s Allendale Cam
pus. The gallery is free and
open to the public.
The gallery is a collec
tion of photos from across
the globe, a result of a profes
sional traveler’s eye for the
non-mundane. Photographer
and U.S. ambassador Mi
chael McClellan joined the
U.S. Foreign Service in 1984
and has performed State De
partment work in Egypt, Rus
sia, Kosovo, Yemen, Ireland,
Germany and Ethiopia. He is
currently posted in Baghdad.
This is not McClellan’s
first GVSU exhibition; years
ago, he was in Ann Arbor,
Mich., on his way to Aus

tralia when his down-under
photo gallery was cancelled.
McClellan’s plan B involved
his Michigan contact and
GYSU’s director of galleries,
Henry Matthews.
Matthews expressed an in
terest in artistic collaboration
on behalf of GVSU, and McGellan took the tour.
“I was just so impressed
with the university itself and
the way the art is integrated
throughout campus,” Mc
Clellan said.
Thanks to Matthews’
relationship with the pho
tographer/diplomat, part of
McGellan’s work is now a
permanent fixture of GVSU’s
art collection.
“I thought it would be re
ally nice if I could leave some
of these photographs for
students to look at over the
years,” McGellan said.
Though a career that in
volves being a spokesperson
for the U.S. embassy may
pale a pursuit of the aesthetic

in comparison, McGellan’s
art form could hardly be
called a hobby. He received
his Masters in photojournal
ism from Syracuse University
and published the book “Monasticism in Egypt: Images
and Words of the Desert Fa
thers” through the American
University in Cairo Press.
“He’s traveled all over the
world, and that’s given him
access to the subjects of the
photos,” Matthews said.
McGellan’s access to the
world’s comers gives him a
unique perspective on im
agery, Matthews said. His
camera allows him to share
the perks of a mobile life with
a stationary Allendale, an
unlikely location for a U.S.
ambassador to frequent, but
a place for which McGellan
holds a fond recollection.
For more information
email
bazuinc@gvsu.edu
or call Colleen at 616-3312563.

cfinkbeiner@ lanthorn £om

The Foiias Flute and Gui
tar Duo will workshop Roots
of Tango: Milonga on Friday
at the dance studio of the
Fieldhouse Arena in a pro
gram sponsored by the Latin
American studies (LAS) de
partment.
Co-founders of the Grand
Rapids Tango community
and married couple Andrew
and Carmen Maret have trav
eled the U.S. teaching Mi
longa workshops since 2002.
The Marets will teach two
more workshops at Grand
Valley State University fol
lowing tomorrow’s event,
one on Oct. 21 and another
on Oct. 28.
Zulema Moret, director
of LAS at GVSU, noted the
importance of the Marets’
presence on campus and their
presence in Grand Rapids.
“This event is part of the
Fall Arts Celebration and it
is a complement to the Art
Exhibition focused on Ar
gentina,” she said. “We want
people to think of Argentina
from an interdisciplinary per
spective.”
Maret is an author and a
poet, not a musician, but said
she sees a connection.
“Writing has its own mu
sic; also, poetry is music,”
she said. “There is a very
interesting use of poetry as
lyrics in tango. I write poetry
and poetry is rhythm, music
and silence.”
GVSU professor Frank
Boring, a member of the
LAS advisory committee,
will cover the event for his

Courtesy Photo / Carmen Maret
It takes two to tango: Andrew and Carmen Maret (pictured) play under
the name The Foiias Flute and Guitar Duo. The pair will hold a dance
workshop Friday in the Fieldhouse Arena called Roots of Tango: Milonga.

documentary on the LAS
events this Fall. He credited
his involvement with the Lat
in American aspect of GVSU
to Maret.
Documenting the event
on camera is an important
part of the Roots of Tango
program. Boring said, but he
also stresses an importance of
physical attendance.
“I think it’s a good way to
have students open their eyes
to other cultures,” he said.
“Students come here with a
certain major and come to
events only involved with
their major. It’s really an op
portunity for students here to
look at another culture.”
Latin American studies
advisory committee member
Steven Rosales deals mainly
with the Hispanic community
within the United States, but
he said he sees the interna
tional event Roots of Tango

as an opportunity for students
of all backgrounds to experi
ence something which could
broaden their perceptions of
those around them.
“Find something new,”
Rosales said. “Expose your
self to something new. The
[Hispanic] community is ex
ploding. It wouldn’t hurt to
expose yourself to it.”
Rosales stressed the idea
of exposure and said events
such as Roots of Tango are
good ways to open one’s self
to new things.
“Hopefully
exposure
leads to greater degrees of
acceptance,” he said. “It’s a
sense of cultural affirmation,
exposing the community at
large”
Roots of Tango: Milonga
will be held in Room 160 of
the Fieldhouse at 6 p.m. to
morrow.

cfinkbeiner@ lanthorn .com
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Stand out.
A graduate degree
from WMU is
nationally recognized
and locally earned.

Visit WMU-Grand Rapids at the upcoming Graduate School Fair at GVSU!
Programs can be completed entirely in Grand Rapids, and classes are offered primarily in the evenings or on weekends at two
convenient locations.
WMU-Grand Rapids offers the following in-demand graduate degree programs designed to give you a competitive edge in the job
market

• Business Administration
•Counseling
•Education
• Engineering
• Family and Consumer Sciences
• Human Resources Development
• Occupational Therapy
• Social Work

%
Take the next step toward your dream job by going to
kh.edu/grandrapids or calling (616) 771-9470

information
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